
Hi y’all! This is Tasha Fierce and this is the first installment of the “Ask a Fat Girl” advice series. 
I’m going to answer five questions at a time. Some of the questions were similar, so I’ll combine 
them, and some of the questions got cut off, but if I think I can decipher what you were trying to 
ask, I’ll answer them. Remember, Formspring only allows about 250 characters for each 
question, so if it seems like your question is going to run long, ask it over several submissions 
and let me know that’s what you’re doing. 

Okay, now, let’s get to the questions! 
 

First question: 

Quite seriously, as a fat girl myself is there any trick to feeling confident, especially when 
it comes to sexuality? I'm fine with how I look dressed, but when the clothes come off it's 
another story...  

I don’t think there’s necessarily a “trick” to feeling confident, it’s more of a series of actions you 
can take to boost your self-esteem and confidence. Spend time alone naked and get used to 
seeing your body like that. If you masturbate, do that naked so you start seeing your naked 
body as a source of sexual pleasure. With a partner, at first you might want to try wearing 
something under your clothes like a cute bra/knickers set or a bodysuit or something so when 
the clothes come off, you can be sexy but not have to get fully naked. I think a lot of girls in 
general get nervous about being naked, and you may not feel comfortable with it until you know 
your partner better. You don’t have to be fully naked to have a good time! You can find ways to 
make the necessary body parts accessible. 

Next question: Someone asked… 

Are there any particular websites or stores you like to find sexy and flattering 
clothes/lingerie for big girls?  

And “speakofclouds” asked: 

Do you know of any websites that have sexy clothes/lingerie for big girls? I have a hard 
time finding clothes that actually fit.  

Evans (http://www.evans.co.uk), the UK fat girl store, has really cute lingerie. I’ve also found a 
lot of cute stuff at Cacique (http://cacique.lanebryant.com/), they sell that line at Lane Bryant 
stores, too. Herroom.com is good, as is biggalslingerie.com. So those are mainly the places I 
go. 

Moving on… 

Question about fat sex - favorite or best or most comfortable/fun position for two fat 
partners with different plumbing?  

It kind of depends on your size and how you carry your fat. Instead of regular missionary, if you 
both have big bellies it might be more difficult, so if it is, try doing it with you on your back with 
your legs up and him kneeling in front of you. That works sometimes. Also, depending on his 

http://www.evans.co.uk/
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“size” (and I don’t mean weight wise) doing it from the side can work, also the “reverse cowgirl” 
position where you straddle him with your back facing him and go to town like that. Many 
positions can be modified. And I think I actually posted a link on one of my previous posts to a 
site that listed positions good for two fat partners, so you might want to look for that. 

Next question: 

Hi! I'm looking for love, and I have realized that I'm attracted to skinny, white men. The 
guys that hit on me are not that, and I'm not interested. Is there hope for me?  

Whoa, whoa. You’re ONLY attracted to skinny white men? You might want to reconsider. I 
mean, if a guy told you he was only attracted to skinny white girls, your opinion of him would 
probably plummet. Like it or not, our attractions don’t exist in a societal vacuum, so think about 
WHY it is that you’re only attracted to skinny white dudes. Because that’s the cultural pinnacle 
of desirability? Just think. Your standards really shouldn’t be so strict that you eliminate entire 
races/ethnicities and body sizes from your dating pool. Maybe the skinny white guys who don’t 
hit on you have similar exclusionary standards and they don’t like fat chicks? I’m not trying to be 
mean, I’m just pointing out the contradiction. If you only want a certain very limited type, you’re 
not going to be going on a whole lot of dates. 

And our last question of the day is… 

Being a fat girl myself, I really have a hard time with self-esteem issues when it comes to 
dating and sex even though I'm now at a point where I love my body. I'd like to ask, how 
do you let go of that worry that the person you're having sex with is disg  

I’m going to complete your sentence and assume you were trying to say “the person you’re 
having sex with is disgusted by you”. How do you let go of that worry? LET GO. Period. Let your 
mind free, let yourself experience the pleasure of sex and don’t think about what they’re 
thinking, think about how you’re feeling. If they don’t make you feel secure that they find you 
attractive by their actions, you don’t need them. I immediately assume that whoever I’m having 
sex with finds me attractive and I concentrate on feeling good. The only thing you should be 
worrying about during sex is… nothing. Don’t worry! Unless something doesn’t feel good, your 
mind should be in the moment. 

That concludes this edition of “Ask a Fat Girl”. We’ll get to the rest of the questions over the rest 
of the series. 

Bye y’all! 
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